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question

http://www.safeaccessnow.org/pfc_review_board_member_jim_tozzi_s_role_in_stopping_the_dea_from_

classifying_drug_in_schedule_1_status

The Center for Regulatory Effectiveness (CRE) is still interested in this issue, but they may need to be

persuaded to jump back in the ring. They worked behind the scenes last year and fought the DEA

because the scheduling attempt violated the Data Quality Act.

In other words, the "data," the science, was suspect. I see no difference in this new attack on kratom --

only a different agency.

The CRE asked for no money. They just did the job. They've been established (and on some level, feared)

in D.C. for decades, through many administrations, and they have a lot of influence. Their contribution

was way beyond what most of us realize.

Perhaps the kratom community can figure out a way to persuade them to get involved again.

Best wishes to all.
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... from the article posted above. It is enlightening.

In its conclusion, the CRE reminded the DEA that in order to sustain its claim that kratom is a

threat to public health, it would have to overcome the work of three renowned governmental

research organizations. Canada, where kratom is legal, has never believed it to be an imminent

threat to public health. The US Department of Agriculture also conducted its own study of

kratom, and did not note any "imminent hazards." The National Institute of Health, not only

sponsored a study of kratom, but never once suggested that it could have the potential to

poses a threat to public health. Most importantly, the DEA also failed to disclose any analysis of
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how a ban on kratom in the United States could affect crime since kratom is a legal product in

Canada.

In its sudden rush to ban kratom, the DEA also violated several fundamental statutes including

the Data Quality Act, Executive Order 12866, and the Office of Management and Budget’s

(OMB) Peer Review guidelines. So in an unprecedented act, with help from Jim Tozzi and his

team, the DEA withdrew their notice to classify kratom as a Schedule 1 drug. This is something

that has never been done before, and the first time in DEA history that an organization was

able to stop an order to place a substance in Schedule 1.
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I love this idea! No tool like this should go unused.
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Contact Info: CRE

contact@thecre.com

202.265.2383

1601 Connecticut Ave Suite 500 Washington, DC 20009
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er1catwork 7 points · 1 year ago

I had no idea! This sounds very interesting.
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How do we convince them to get involved?
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Posted by u/Simontanner610 2 days ago
2 States signed "Kratom Protection Act" within the last 2 weeks - Let's Keep Pushing the News!
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KRATOM IS NOT LIKE BATH SALTS & K2!
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A huge side effect of Kratom....
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Kratom has made my days so much better!
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Metro Detroit police issue warning...(relating kratom to bath salts and k2 and showing someone
holding a rolling paper)
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Leaf of faith -Netflix Documentary
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Arizona State Governor (Doug Ducey) signs bill regulating the sale of kratom
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Found out yesterday that a few fire fighter friends use kratom too.
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Posted by u/Misshapen-Wolf 2 days ago

I just started taking Kratom and it has greatly helped me managed my severe back pain and anxiety.
I just wished there wasn’t so much hate and dogma against drugs that can actually help people with
issues.
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Kratom: Why does this work so well?!?!
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LOUISIANA HB-452 Hearing - Weds 05/01/19 - 9:00 am - State Capitol Building - Open to Public
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But Attendance is Not Necessary - The Lobbyists Are On It
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